Government Financial Management Professionals Gather in New Orleans for AGA’s Annual Meeting

MEDIA ADVISORY

WHAT: 2019 AGA Professional Development Training
WHEN: Sunday, July 21 – Wednesday, July 24, 2019
WHERE: New Orleans, or virtual

Virtual educational programs and discussions will include:

Opening Plenary Session: GAO Update
Hear GAO’s comptroller general discuss changes from last year from the government's financial position, progress on key GAO initiatives and what GAO and auditors might look forward to in the future.

Plenary Session – Office of Management and Budget/Department of Treasury/Department of Defense Update

CFO Views of the PMA, Financial Modernization, and CFO Office of the Future
What does the federal CFO Office of the future look like and what is the impact of the President’s Management Agenda on CFO and agency goals? As technologies are progressing rapidly and efficiencies are being realized, opportunities lay ahead. During this session, a panel of CEOs will discuss priorities, challenges and technologies trends that are being implemented.

Yellow Book - The New Independence Rules and the Effect on Auditors and Auditees
This session will discuss the new independence rules affecting Yellow Book audits. Attendees will learn how auditors and auditees will be individually affected by the new rules and what auditors can do for their clients without affecting their independence.

Government ERM Requirements Turn Three
Three years ago, the Office and Management and Budget revised Circular A-123 to include requirements for Enterprise Risk Management (ERM). While some agencies already practiced ERM, the Circular raised awareness of ERM and provided guidance to agencies starting ERM journeys. This session will explore how agencies have benefited from ERM and the challenges that remain.

Contact Amanda Horn, AGA’s press representative, to receive a complimentary virtual press registration. More information about AGA and our annual meeting can be found on our website.

About AGA
AGA is the member organization for financial professionals in government. We lead and encourage change that benefits our field and all citizens. Our networking events, professional certification, publications and ongoing education help members build their skills and advance their careers. For more information, visit www.agacgfm.org.
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